More Challenges From Ebola: Infection of the Central Nervous System
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Cases of relapsed Ebola virus disease involving symptoms in the central nervous system are reminiscent of our past observations with some nonhuman primates (NHPs) that survived acute Ebola virus infection. We document our findings in detail here and suggest that this phenomenon can be further investigated in NHPs.
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A disease outbreak due to Ebola virus (EBOV) has caused >28,000 infections and 11,000 deaths since it was first reported in March 2014, with Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia the hardest-hit countries [1]. Experimental therapies, including drug molecules and antibody-based products such as convalescent plasma and cocktails of monoclonal antibodies [2], have been used in limited EBOV-infected patients, on compassionate grounds. This may have positively influenced the rapid clinical evaluation of several experimental treatments in various clinical trials and led to optimism that a cure for EBOV disease could be identified and approved for use in humans. On 8 October 2015 it was reported that a nurse from the United Kingdom, who had survived EBOV infection in January 2015, experience relapse of EBOV disease (EVD) despite no further exposure to the virus [3]. The nurse’s health reportedly declined to critical condition before improving, with central nervous system (CNS) symptoms and the presence of EBOV in her blood and spinal fluid [4]. Sixty-five close contacts were monitored as a result. This unfortunate development highlights how little is still currently known about EBOV clearance in survivors and the possible associated risks of EVD reoccurrence, even months after complete clinical recovery.

Histopathological studies have shown that EBOV initially targets the liver and spleen of infected patients. The virus replicates and disseminates to other organs via the lymphatic and vascular systems during advanced disease, including the lungs, kidney, gonads, endocardium, and the gastrointestinal tract [5]. This EBOV dissemination plays a considerable role in virus shedding from the oral, nasal, and rectal routes of patients, as well as the multiorgan failure associated with fatal EVD cases. Among the too few who survive EVD, recovery is often prolonged. Infectious EBOV has been isolated from the breast milk and semen of convalescent survivors when tested approximately 3 months after recovery [6] and is still detectable by quantitative reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) in semen samples 9 months after infection [7], but it is not known whether the virus is still infectious at this stage. EBOV has also been isolated from the ocular fluids of a convalescent patient 9 weeks after virus clearance from blood [8]. One documented case from Monrovia during the outbreak in Western Africa occurred in a 9-year-old boy who had an ordinary course of EVD followed by a clinical recovery, including the resolution of fever and gastrointestinal symptoms. Two days after his discharge, he was noted to have a return of fever, with meningeal signs, and results of repeat PCR for detection of EBOV were positive [9]. It was thought that a false-negative PCR result led to his erroneous discharge, but another plausible explanation is a relapse to EVD, especially since the boy had recovered clinically. A 30-year-old patient in Sierra Leone also had delayed onset of neurological symptoms, with a 2–3 day window of improvement between acute EBOV illness and relapse to disease [10]. While this means that some patients are hypothetically infectious to others during convalescence, and considering that at least 1 case of sexual transmission from a survivor has been documented [11], the reoccurrence of EVD after recovery has been only suspected in rare cases of reemergence of EBOV and/or sudden death of survivors. Furthermore, the quick relapse of EVD in some patients suggests that recently discharged patients should be closely followed up and monitored, which may be difficult to achieve during the midst of an outbreak but should be completed if possible.

These developments reminded us of a treated rhesus macaque in a past study that experienced EVD relapse despite apparently surviving and recovering from the infection. The nonhuman primate (NHP) was treated with 1 × 10^9 plaque-forming units per kg of an adenovirus-vectorized adjuvant 1 day after infection,
followed by 3 doses of 50 mg/kg ZMAb (a cocktail of 3 monoclonal antibodies—1H3, 2G4, and 4G7—that preceded ZMapp) 3, 6, and 9 days after infection. A viremia level of approximately $10^5$ 50% tissue culture infective doses was detected 3 days after infection, but it decreased with treatment and was undetectable 16 days after infection. The clinical score had also dropped to 0 by 17 days after infection, suggesting that this animal had fully recovered from disease [12]. Clinical examination 16 days after infection still showed increased alanine aminotransferase and depressed platelet concentrations, which are indicative of liver damage and coagulopathy, respectively, and are common in NHPs recovering from EBOV infection [12]. High concentrations of immunoglobulin M and immunoglobulin G (1600 and 4000 end point dilutions, respectively) 16 days after infection indicate that this animal had developed robust humoral responses against the infection [12]. However, 22 days after infection, this animal again showed observable clinical symptoms, including holding its head with both front paws (a sign of headache) and partial paralysis, which is indicative of CNS involvement. The condition of the animal deteriorated rapidly, with unilateral paralysis, and it had to be euthanized 24 days after infection as a result [12]. Analysis of a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) specimen, harvested postmortem, showed that the sample was positive for EBOV ($5.81 \times 10^6$ copy numbers of viral genome per mL). At that time, the level of virus detected in the blood was $5.93 \times 10^7$ copy numbers of viral genome per mL. These results suggest that EBOV can linger and even likely replicate within the CNS (Figure 1) and later in the blood.

Another NHP treated with small interfering RNA designed against the EBOV VP24, VP35, and L genes showed mild clinical disease 8–15 days after infection, along with a mild petechial rash, but it recovered and appeared perfectly normal clinically 15–20 days after infection. However, 21 days after infection the animal developed CNS manifestations leading to paralysis of the hind limbs and had to be euthanized 22 days after infection as a result. EBOV was detected by qRT-PCR in a CSF specimen from this animal (unpublished data from Dr Geisbert). CNS manifestations have also been observed in other convalescent

Figure 1. Locations where Ebola virus (EBOV) can hide within the human and nonhuman primate (NHP) central nervous and reproductive systems. Weeks/months listed represent the time elapsed between recovery from EBOV infection and when the virus was subsequently redetected (by virus isolation or quantitative reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction in the patient without further exposure to EBOV.
NHPs that were treated shortly after lethal challenge with adenovirus-based vaccines, recombinant human interferon β1a, as well as rhAPC and NAPc2, 2 anticoagulant molecules previously investigated as a treatment against EVD ([13] and unpublished data from Drs Geisbert and Kohinger).

While these observations were anecdotal mainly because they were rare unexpected outcomes and consequently not always documented in detail, EBOV was detected in the CSF and blood of the animals tested. The concept that EBOV can reach the CNS is further supported by the pathologic findings from a past study, in which treatment of some NHPs with recombinant interferon resulted in observable tropism and infection of EBOV in the brain and eyes of the animals, possibly owing to the extended time course of the disease [13]. One important question is whether experimental therapies had blunted the immune response in the peripheral blood of the host, allowing unchecked virus replication in the immunologically protected sites, which in turn would favor renewed EBOV replication. Considering the very low incidence of CNS involvement in vaccinated or treated animals infected with EBOV (around 5 of approximately 400 NHPs), it is possible that this phenomenon is being observed only because the host would have otherwise died from the infection in the absence of the vaccine or treatment. However, animal models have several limitations, and a better understanding of this phenomenon in the context of natural recovery in humans will be important to acquire.

The frequency of EBOV infection of the CNS in animals or humans is unknown. Because of the large number of survivors from EBOV infection from Western Africa, one can suspect that the United Kingdom nurse is not the first or the only recovering patient to experience EVD relapse with CNS-related symptoms. She is however the first documented case of EVD reoccurrence with CNS involvement, bringing to light this phenomenon. Further attention to CNS targeting by filoviruses will be of importance to better understand the consequences and transmission risks associated with the reoccurrence of disease in survivors. The ability of the virus to hide in the CNS also offers an interesting hypothesis that could explain why the reservoir species for EBOV has been so difficult to identify with certainty. These developments have further implications for preclinical testing of medical countermeasures against EBOV in the future. In a typical vaccine or drug study, surviving NHPs are euthanized at the end of the experiment (typically 28 days after infection), once they are shown to be clear of viremia and without virus shedding on at least 2 separate sample dates. Interestingly, the absence of detectable virus by PCR in 2 samples collected on 2 different dates is also one of the major release criteria for convalescent patients (another being the absence of observable symptoms). These developments suggest that, in addition to blood tests, further examination could be performed, for example in breast milk, semen, vaginal secretions, urine, ocular, and cerebrospinal fluids, to follow the evolution of virus clearance with more precision [14]. This could enhance information about the possibility of reoccurrence of disease and/or transmission. Furthermore, optimal vaccination regimens resulting in robust immune responses, as well as prompt administration of therapies, could be critical to minimize EBOV dissemination to multiple organs. Therefore, the mechanism of how EBOV is able to bypass barriers to privileged sites and invade the brain, testis, and ocular fluid, and whether this phenomenon also occurs with other filovirus species such as Sudan, Bundibugyo or Marburg viruses, should be a focus for future research to aid in the management of cases and outbreaks.
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